A Novel Two-way Time Synchronization Protocol for Fusion Application
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Abstract

Data fusion application is one of the most popular applications in Wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Time synchronization is an important technology for data fusion applications due to its necessary for data fusion in the networks. Aimed at reliable time synchronization performance, this paper proposes a novel two-way time synchronization protocol (NTSP). Combining node’s clock model and two-way packet exchange mechanism, NTSP makes time synchronization protocol more precise and much steadier. NTSP adopts simulated annealing (SA) algorithm to defend random noise and malicious delay attacks. Network simulations are carried out to analyze performances of NTSP on time synchronization accuracy, convergent rate and defensive degree for malicious delay attacks. Comparing to traditional time synchronization protocols, NTSP is an effective time synchronization protocol in WSNs.
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1. Introduction

As the fast development of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), many wireless applications are widely used in forest, architecture, military fields and other areas [1]. Among various research interests in WSNs, time synchronization technology has received much increasing attention. Time synchronization technology is necessary in many WSNs aspects such as data fusion applications, sleeping and waking up mechanisms [2], localization mechanism [3] and scheduling mechanism [4] and so on. Nodes’ hardware makes output time different. The restricted power supply requires low-power and low-complexity technologies in WSNs. As one of the supported technologies, time synchronization technology has to be precise, steady and low-power.

In recent years, many time synchronization protocols have been proposed. Traditional time synchronization protocols such as RBS [5], TPSN [6] and FTSP [7] are devoted to synchronizing nodes’ time. RBS uses packet exchange mechanism to synchronize nodes’ time, but it bears transmission delay, receive delay and badly influence of nodes’ distribution. RBS is not suitable for sparse network. By utilizing two-way time synchronization mechanism, TPSN can meet high reliability requirements for WSNs. However, TPSN does not take account of node’s clock model. In TPSN, nodes have increasing time synchronization error. FTSP uses clock model to estimate...
node’s clock parameters precisely, but its one-way time synchronization mechanism makes node blind to parent death. FTSP is incompetent to steady requirements for data fusion applications. In new time synchronization protocols, fireflies synchronization method synchronizes oscillator by interacting with others with pulse couplings [8]. Another new time synchronization protocols are distributed consensus time synchronization (DCTS) protocols [9, 10]. In distributed consensus time synchronization protocols, nodes achieve synchronization by converging themselves to a virtual clock. These time synchronization protocols require nodes dense distribution. And protocol for special applications is proposed in [11].

This paper proposes a new time synchronization protocol (NTSP) for special requirement in data fusion applications. NTSP utilizes two-way time synchronization mechanism and clock parameters to compensate time offset. Then, it uses influence factor to weight current clock parameters to improve network defensive degree. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, challenges of time synchronization technology are discussed and clock time model is presented. Section III gives a brief review of time synchronization protocols. Then NTSP is presented in section IV. Section V shows simulation results. Finally, in section VI we draw our conclusions.

2. Challenges of Time Synchronization and Clock Model

Traditional time synchronization protocols are always achieving synchronization in two ways. On one hand, by comparing nodes’ local time in the same instant, time offset of each other can be gotten. On the other hand, node estimates clock model to compensate time offset from its parent. No matter which way is adopted, challenges of packet delay will be faced. As shown in Figure 1, packet suffers from send delay, access delay, transmission delay, propagation delay, receive delay and receiver processing delay [7].

(1) Send delay. Time spent at sender to construct time synchronization packet and transmit the packet to MAC layer.

(2) Access delay. Time spent in accessing to the transmit channel. The access delay is always affected by channel busy degree and network load condition.

(3) Transmission delay. Time used in sender physical layer to send the whole packet from antenna.

(4) Propagation delay. Time cost in packet propagation from sender to receiver.

(5) Receive delay. Time spent in receiving packet from antenna in receiver.

(6) Receiver process delay. This time is taken in receiver to process packet in its upper layers.

![Figure 1. Packet Delay](image)

Besides packet delay, node bears time offset resulting from quartz crystal. Each node is equipped with a crystal oscillator to record physical time. By counting oscillation and using special circuit conversion, node obtains its current local time. However, node’s crystal oscillator is influenced by three factors: environmental factor, manufacturing factor and aging. They lead to node’s time drift [12].
The output of an ideal quartz crystal oscillator is a sinusoidal analog-signal with a fixed frequency. This signal will turn to relevant digital signal with conversion circuit processing. By detecting digital signal, oscillation’s quantization value will be gotten. Since oscillation period is so small that quantization value can be regarded as node’s local time. Figure 2 illustrates the principle of node’s local time with an ideal quartz crystal oscillator.

Figure 2. The Principle of Node’s Local Time

Figure 2 shows that the corresponding clock skew of ideal quartz crystal is 1. Quartz oscillator always experiences frequency drift and frequency offset which results from aging and environmental factors. Node’s power-on delay will appear when node is powered on. Frequency offset, frequency drift and power-on delay will change node’s clock model in some degree. Actual time model of node usually has a time phase offset and a little changing clock skew, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Actual Clock Model of Node

Different nodes’ clock models are shown in Figure 3. Line 1 represents the clock model with power-on delay. Line 2 shows the model of ideal crystal oscillator and Line
3 represents the model affected by aging and environmental factors. In Figure 2(a), the output of ideal crystal oscillator is: 

\[ t_i = \sin(2\pi f_o t + f' t + \phi(t) + \theta) \]  

(1)

where \( \theta \) represents power-on delay, \( f' \) represents frequency offset, \( f'' \) indicates frequency drift and \( \phi(t) \) refers to the rest high order terms [12]. From perspective of experience, frequency offset of quartz crystal oscillator is typically \( 10^{-5} \)–\( 10^{-4} \) and frequency drift is often around \( 10^{-11} \) [12]. The high order term is so little that it can be omitted. Then crystal oscillator’s output will be expressed as:

\[ t_i = \sin(2\pi f_o t + f' t) \]  

(2)

The node’s clock model is:

\[ t'_i = \text{clock skew} \times t + \text{offset} \]  

(3)

To sum up, power-on delay, frequency offset and frequency drift make time differences in crystal oscillators. According to node’s clock model expression, estimation of relative clock skew and offset is the key to time synchronization technology.

3. Related Work

As a currently hot technology of WSNs, time synchronization has been given much attention and many protocols have been proposed in recent years. These protocols include: RBS [5], TPSN [6], FTSP [7]. Firefly synchronization method [8, 14], TSMP [13] and DCTS [10, 15].

In RBS, reference node broadcasts time synchronization packet. Neighbor nodes who receive this packet record receiving time based on their local clocks. One neighbor sends receiving time in a new packet to another. The one who receives new packet can compute time offset by its receiving time and the receiving time embedded in packet. In RBS, a large number of packets are essential and the density of network has to be large. RBS is not suitable for a sparse distributed network.

In TPSN, node starts time synchronization process with sending a time synchronization request packet. It will receive reply packet from parent node. By using four time-stamps in these two packets, node obtains and compensates time offset from parent node. It will make its clock synchronized with parent node. There is no consideration on node’s clock model in TPSN. It results in an increasing time offset after synchronization operation. We set packet transmission delay as \( d \) and clock offset as \( \Delta \). Values of \( d \) and \( \Delta \) will be gotten by equations (4) and (5). Son node can estimate the current parent’s time by equation (6).

\[ \Delta = [(T_2 - T_1) - (T_4 - T_3)] / 2 \]  

(4)

\[ d = [(T_2 - T_1) + (T_4 - T_3)] / 2 \]  

(5)

\[ t'_{\text{estimated}} = t_{\text{local}} + \Delta \]  

(6)

Four time-stamps of \( T_1, T_2, T_3 \) and \( T_4 \) representing nodes’ local time of two nodes are shown in Figure 4.
FTSP is a time synchronization protocol that uses clock model to estimate node’s clock parameters. Root node broadcasts one-way time synchronization packet with bringing its sending time. Node records its receiving time. By using sending time and receiving time, node can obtain its clock skew and clock offset. By using clock model, FTSP has more precise time synchronization accuracy than TPSN and RBS. However, its one-way time synchronization mechanism makes node blind to parent’s death. Multiple routes make FTSP have different synchronization errors with different route.

Firefly algorithm refers to some pulse-coupled synchronization protocols [8, 14]. In firefly algorithm, nodes are seen as identical pulse-coupled oscillators. If one burst, it will give a state increment to its neighbor. Firefly algorithm makes whole network synchronized in physical state rather than time. It does not need any synchronization packet. Because of its strict requirements, firefly algorithm is still in theoretical research.

TSMP assigns network slots, channels and other network sources in network construction stage. Assignment information is broadcasted in whole network. Nodes work in their own slots and communicate with their assigned nodes. In every communication period, there is a guard time for node’s synchronization. When node receives time synchronization packet in the guard time, it will use time-stamp in packet to adjust itself and synchronize its clock. Otherwise, node thinks it loses synchronization in the network. Then it requests rejoining the network. TSMP is a cross-layer time synchronization protocol with comibing network layer, MAC layer and physical layer. It always needs multiplexing in channels and frequency.

DCTS refers to some distributed consensus time synchronization algorithms [10, 15]. In DCTS, nodes periodically broadcast their own local time to make neighbors synchronized. DCTS achieves time synchronization relying on neighbors rather than parent node. So in DCTS, there is no need for hierarchical network topology. It is suitable for the dynamic network topology, but it has a slow convergence. DCTS needs so many time synchronization packets that it makes heavy synchronization network overhead.

In a summary, RBS and TPSN don’t have precise synchronization. FTSP and DCTS need too many time synchronization packets. Firefly algorithm and TSMP have great complexity. We present a new two-way time synchronization protocol to balance the time synchronization precision and synchronized complexity.


4.1. The Principle of NTSP

Aiming to realize high precision and much steadier synchronization mechanism, we propose NTSP for data fusion applications. To make NTSP more sensitive to parent
fail, NTSP adopts two-way time synchronization mechanism to achieve nodes’ synchronization. In data fusion applications, the most common communication is one hop communication. So we study synchronization in one hop. According to clock model presented in section II, time of node A and node B can be expressed as:

\[ t_A = a_at + b_a \]
\[ t_B = a_at + b_b \]

(7)

Once we obtain node’s relative clock offset \( b_i - b_j \) and relative clock skew \( a_i - a_j \), node’s clock can be synchronized. In traditional two-way time synchronization mechanism, four time-stamps are recorded in two synchronization packets. Assuming that two nodes are synchronization in time \( t_0 \), after a period of time \( T \), time of node A and B are:

\[ t_A = a_0(t + T) + b_0 \]
\[ t_B = a_1(t + T) + b_1 \]

(8)

Based on the former assumption, node A and node B do not have any time difference in \( t_0 \). It means that: \( a_0t + b_0 = a_1t - b_1 = 0 \).

In TPSN, after a time synchronization period \( T \), time of node A and node B are \( T_i \) and \( T_2 - d \), respectively. \( T_2 - T_i = a_1t_0 + a_0T + b_0 - a_1t_0 - a_0T - b_1 \). Because of \( T_2 = T_i + d + \Delta \), we can obtain node’s clock skew and relative node skew between one hop nodes as followed.

\[ a_1 = \frac{a_0T - \Delta}{T} \]
\[ a_1 - a_0 = \frac{\Delta}{T} \]

(9)

After obtaining relative clock skew of nodes, we can get relative offset:

\[ T_i = \frac{a_0T - \Delta}{T}(T + t_0) + b_1 \]
\[ T_2 = T_i + d + \Delta \]

(10)

\[ b_i - b_0 = \frac{t_0}{T} \Delta - d \]

(11)

To achieve accurate time synchronization between nodes, NTSP compensates node’s time offset using relative clock skew and relative time offset. In NTSP time compensations occur in every reading time operations. As shown in Figure 5, node compensates its time many times during a time synchronization period when node reads its time. When it transmits messages to its parent or sons, its clock adjustments will occur.

![Figure 5. Time Compensation in NTSP](image-url)
Figure 5 is also based on the above assumption of nodes’ synchronization in $t_0$. According to relative clock skew, node computes time offset as expressed:

$$ t_{B ightarrow A} = t_{B ightarrow A, n-1} + \frac{t_B - t_{B ightarrow A, n-1}}{(a_i - a_j)_{n-1}} $$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The goal of NTSP time compensation is to remove time offset caused by different clock sources. To complete this goal, NTSP uses time increment from the latest synchronization operation and the latest relative clock skew to estimate parent’s actual time increment from last synchronization instant $t_{A,n-1}$. In NTSP, relative offset between nodes is not essential. It only needs to update relative clock skew to make nodes synchronized by:

$$ (a_i - a_j)_n = (a_i - a_j)_{n-1} - \frac{\Delta}{T} $$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

In NTSP, the first time synchronization operation is made by traditional time synchronization protocol TPSN. By packets exchanging, node synchronizes its clock in one synchronization round instead of more than two or more synchronization processes in other protocols [7]. After the first time synchronization, we set $x$ as the time synchronization error. The relative clock skew will be:

$$ a_i - a_j = -\frac{\Delta + x}{T} $$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

With time increasing, the influence of first time synchronization error $x$ will decrease sharply. Finally, the first time synchronization error can be neglected and the above assumption condition can be fulfilled.

### 4.2. Influence Factor and Simulated Annealing Algorithm

WSNs are more vulnerable to many malicious attacks than traditional networks. Some attackers make node synchronization failed and destroy the whole network operation. Besides malicious attackers, there are some random noises in the WSN which will bring some random time delays. These two factors influence network synchronization precision and network safety in WSNs. To improve the performance of NTSP on these problems, we employ the influence factor $\alpha$ to update the relative clock skew as follows:

$$ (a_i - a_j)_n = \alpha(a_i - a_j)_{n-1} - (1 - \alpha) \frac{\Delta}{T} $$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

The relative clock skew is updated by information of the current clock drift and the old relative clock skew. On one hand, it is difficult to directly compute the value of influence factor by theoretical analysis. On the other hand, simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is effective in obtaining system global optimization rather than local optimization. We get value of influence factor $\alpha$ by simulated annealing algorithm rather than computing it by theoretical analysis.

Simulated annealing algorithm originates from physical anneal phenomenon. At first, object has a higher temperature and a higher energy. When object’s temperature falls down, its energy will decrease. In simulated annealing algorithm, there is a probability to accept worse solution to the problem. This behavior prevents simulated annealing algorithm from local optimization. In NTSP, node’s influence factor $\alpha$ is set as objective function and synchronization error between parent’s time and son’s is evaluation function. If the $n$-th time synchronization error is less than the $n-1$-th time synchronization error, the value of influence factor in the $n$-th time round will be kept in the $n+1$-th time synchronization round. And if the situation is reverse, the value of influence factor in the $n$-th time round will be kept with the probability:
4.3. The Summary of NTSP

The network executes following steps to achieve network synchronization and defend random noises and malicious delay attacks.

Step 1: At the beginning of topology construction, nodes power on one by one. Root node broadcasts network forming packet to its neighbors with layer Id 0. Node that receives this packet makes its own layer Id one plus layer Id in the packet. Then this node transmits a new forming packet with its own layer Id. Finally, each node in network will has its own layer Id and its own parent node. This step is similar with the operation in traditional two-way time synchronization protocol.

Step 2: The following step is time synchronization period. Time synchronization period consists of two periods: the period using traditional method and the period using clock model and simulated annealing algorithm. In the first period, node uses four time-stamps to obtain the estimated time offset from its parent node, and compensate this time offset by directly adding the estimated value. In the first time synchronization round, node’s power-on delay are regarded to be compensated.

Step 3: After the first time synchronization round, node utilizes time-stamps to get its relative clock parameters and update the parameter by iteration and simulated annealing algorithm in the second period. Node compensates its time offset by estimating relative time increment of parent.

Step 4: During network working period, if node cannot receive packets from its parent two times in continuous synchronization rounds, it treats its parent dead. It broadcasts rejoin require packet to obtain a new layer Id and a new parent. Then this node will repeat step 2~step 3 to be synchronized with its parent.

Figure 6 shows the total working process of NTSP in a four hops network and node in layer 0 is the root node in the network.

![Layer Diagram]

**Figure 6. The Working Process of NTSP**

5. Network Simulations

5.1. Experimental Setup

To measure performances of our proposed NTSP, we carry out some experiments in NS2 network simulator on time synchronization error, convergent speed and safety...
degree of NTSP. In every time synchronization round, time synchronization error represents the current time difference between node and its parent. This metric is the basic metric for time synchronization protocols. Convergent speed is used to measure the rate of network synchronized. Faster convergent speed means the protocol make quickly reaction to system time change. Safety degree refers to the degree that protocol can defend malicious attacks. If a time synchronization protocol cannot defend malicious attacks, attacker will destroy the whole network by making nodes out of synchronization.

In our network simulations, 25 nodes in a 5 * 5 grid are adopted to test performances of NTSP. the distance of nodes is 10m. The central node works as the root node, whose time is regarded as the system time. Nodes’ distribution is shown in Figure 7. Aim to simulate nodes’ different physical clock models; we assume nodes’ clock skews distribute in a random distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 20 ppm. Node’s communication radius is 10 meters. It makes node has a transmission range of 1 hop. In our simulations, the radio propagation model is two-ray ground reflection model.

![Figure 7. 25 Nodes Network](image)

5.2. Experimental Results in Synchronization Error and Convergent Speed

In this experiment, we analyze the time synchronization performance and convergent speed, so the improved NTSP with SA is not essential. To analyze time synchronization error of NTSP in multi-hops network, two classical time synchronization protocols TPSN and FTSP are used. There is no delay noise or malicious delay attack in this simulation. Nodes are powered on between 0s and 12s before time synchronization round starts. Every node has a 0.5s power-on delay increment from former node. We set every node begin its time synchronization round at 15s later from its power-on instant to make sure the whole network construction is finished. Time synchronization errors for different protocols are shown in Figure 8.

In simulation process of NTSP, son node receive synchronization packet from its parent and analyze embedded time-stamp to update it clock. Node changes its clock after every synchronization round. Differences between nodes’ local time and system time represent time synchronization errors. Time synchronization errors of different protocols are shown in Figure 8.
In Figure 8, time synchronization performances in multi-hops networks are shown in the first/second/third and fourth sub-figures. Time synchronization error is quantified on tick which is a little time increment when node’s quartz crystal oscillator counts 1. Three protocols all achieve good synchronization performances in one hop communication. In the multi-hops communications, time synchronization error performance under NTSP is much better than that under TPSN and FTSP. TPSN always has a large time synchronization errors in multi-hops communications. Time synchronization error performance of FTSP is better than TPSN in two hops and three hops communications. However, FTSP is the worst one in four hops communications. The slowest convergent speed makes it have a bad time synchronization performance at the beginning of network synchronization period, especially for nodes that far away from root node. In NTSP, the first time synchronization round adopts traditional synchronization method in TPSN, so NTSP can make node synchronized rapidly. Its time compensation mechanism with clock model makes accurate time synchronization. Comparing with FTSP, NTSP has a faster time synchronization convergent speed. In FTSP, the first node has to wait for time synchronization periods ROOT_TIMEOUT to be root node and node in n-th layer has to wait extra time synchronization periods (n-2) * ENTRY_SEND_LIMIT to get time information of root node. The larger the network is, the larger the waiting time will be. Figure 8 shows that NTSP has big advantages in time synchronization errors and convergent speed.

5.3. Performance Analysis on Safety Degree

After analyzing performances of NTSP without SA in synchronization error and convergence, this part will test safety degree of full NTSP. In full NTSP, object function in SA is node’s influence factor value. Time synchronization error is set as evaluated function. If the synchronization error is less than the one in the last synchronization round, the influence factor will keep its current value in the next synchronization round. Otherwise, the influence factor value will be retained in some probability. If the influence factor changes its value, the new value is gotten by adding a random value between -0.01~0.01. We introduce malicious delays in Gaussian distributions with mean 0 and standard deviation 625 ticks. Without comparing with...
TPSN and FTSP, NTSP and fully NTSP with SA are analyzed in safety degree performance. Nodes’ power-on delays are not in consideration. Both of them have a 10s time synchronization period. Their time synchronization errors in multi-hops communications are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Safety Degree of NTSP and full NTSP

Figure 9 presents safety degree performances of NTSP and full NTSP in multi-hops communications. In 200s~210s and 245s~250s, there are Gaussian random delays in received time synchronization packets. In Figure 9, we can see two time errors peaks in every sub-figure. The first delay attack makes both NTSP and full NTSP have large synchronization errors. But the second delay attack leads to different influences to NTSP and full NTSP. We can find that there is always a little peak following the former one in full NTSP. This phenomenon is produced by influence factor of full NTSP. When delay attack occurs, the influence factor changes its value to adjust the relative clock parameters and the corresponding clock compensation progress will happen next. Synchronization error peaks results from the second delay attack under NTSP are higher than that under full NTSP for one hop, three hops and four hops communications. In Figure 9, full NTSP has a little synchronization error jitter in two hop situation. Because i when the bad influence factor value is dropped, the new value will be produced in random. And if an influence factor value brings a bad time synchronization performance on synchronization accuracy, it still be kept in a certain probability.

6. Conclusion

A novel two-way time synchronization protocol for data fusion applications has been proposed in this paper. It is based on two-way packet exchanges mechanism, continuous clock model and SA algorithm. By carrying out some network simulation experiments, NTSP is proved much more precise and has a more quickly convergence speed in network. Two-way time synchronization exchange mechanism is adapted to fulfill steady link requirement in data fusion applications. The one-way mechanism is used to lose synchronization overhead. The clock parameter update progress utilizes SA algorithm. It makes protocol more stable for malicious delay attacks or random noises.
This protocol is adaptable to data fusion applications in WSNs for its excellent performance in synchronization precision and steady. Because of its accurate time synchronization, NTSP makes synchronization period longer possible in a given synchronization error. In this way, NTSP will need less time synchronization packets and have much less network overhead. Our future work is to make time synchronization period longer and power consumption for synchronization less.
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